Dynamic structures of motor proteins myosin and kinesin, and switch protein troponin as detected by SDSL-ESR.
We have studied biological nano-machines, motor and switch proteins operating as supramolecular complexes by electron spin resonance (ESR) and found key features of their molecular movements. In all the systems, the specific movements of elements or domains were detected and quite dynamic at nanometer scale. We have observed two broad but distinct orientations, separated by a 25 degrees axial rotation, of a spin label attached specifically to the light chain (LC) domain of myosin motor in the muscle fibers. The distribution became only narrower upon muscle activation. ESR spectrum from the spin label of the neck-linker of dimeric kinesin motor consisted of immobilized and mobilized components and did not exhibit nucleotide-dependent mobility change. The distance between two labels of kinesin dimer was also measured by spin dipole-dipole interaction, showing a broad distribution and a nucleotide-dependent change on the nanometer scale (>1.5 nm). These results suggest that two LC domains of myosin and two neck linkers of kinesin play a similar role for sliding movement using two conformations. The spin label of the skeletal (Tn)-I regulatory domain (TnIreg) showed a large mobility change by Ca2+ ion suggesting a Ca-induced switch movement of TnIreg. Spin dipole-dipole interaction showed that in reconstituted muscle fibers both skeletal and cardiac TnC undergo Ca2+-induced structural change that is thought to be essential for TnIreg movement. We also succeeded in fixing the newly-synthesized bifunctional spin label rigidly on the TnC molecule in solution, indicating that we can determine the precise coordinate of the spin principal axis of troponin on the oriented filament.